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After two years of musical silence, Miley 
Cyrus finally dropped her fifth album at 
the 2015 Video Music Awards, August 
30. Her new project, entitled Miley Cyrus

and Her Dead Petz, can be downloaded for free from 
SoundCloud. 

After the release of Bangerz in 2013, Cyrus an-
nounced she was already producing her follow-up. 

Over the last two years, Cyrus has been writing 
and producing the record with Mike Will Made It 
and Wayne Coyne and his band The Flaming Lips.

 The $50,000 budget paled in comparison to the 
previous release which was upwards of $1 million.

Her record label RCA Records did not take part in 
the cost of the album and did not hear it until it was 
done. 

Unlike earlier albums, Miley Cyrus and Her Dead 

Best known for the songs “The A Team,” 
“Don’t,” “Thinking Out Loud” and his 
duet with Taylor Swift “Everything Has 
Changed,” British-born Ed Sheeran played 

at a packed open air Toyota Stadium in Frisco on 
Sat., Sept. 5. This was the 162nd stop of 179, and as 
Sheeran gushed into the mic,“my biggest USA Tour 
so far”. It’s his second world tour, the “X Tour”, which 
ends in Dec. 

Despite the climbing temperature, his fan base 
still showed up in force. Inside the stadium, lines for 
food and t-shirts stretched on and on.  

Most of his tours sold out, but on this night in 
Frisco, Sheeran played at his largest North Ameri-
can crowd as of September 5th. It was also the largest 
non festival concert ever housed at Toyota.

 The young artist was no stranger to huge crowds, 
though, as he managed to fill the entire Wembley 
Stadium in England and filmed a documentary over 
the course of his three performances there.

Jamie Lawson and Christina Perri, best known 

Harper Lee’s novel Go Set A Watchman was 
written before To Kill a Mockingbird, but 
only recently published on July 14. 

It sheds an informative light on racism 
and the segregation of the 50s. Go Set A Watchman is 
so graphically accurate in the details of the time peri-
od that it could not have been published when it was 
written, because the political viewpoints described 
were “too modern.” 

As a disclaimer, the reader needs to keep an open 
mind to the fact that this was written before To Kill a 
Mockingbird, and thus should not be read as a sequel. 

Scout, though referred to by her full name, Jean 
Louise, remains unchanged in candor and spirit. She 
appears more graced, even older, in her aged per-
spective on Maycomb and the people of her town. 

Her altogether wise disposition, though clouded 
with still childish expectations, carries the audience 
through an interesting plot-twist regarding Atticus 
Finch, her father, who though in To Kill a Mocking-
bird was portrayed as a wise-father figure with all the 
right answers. Watchman reveals a startling and un-
traditional truth about the character.

Go Set A Watchman reveals the verity behind the 
racism and segregation of the 50s in America.

 It focuses on the shocking truth of the nation’s 
true ideas and beliefs of not only black Americans, 
but of any person, male, female, young or old, whose 
identity rested outside the social “norm.”

 It bears an ugly representation of America’s past 
as an exclusively white-male dominant country — 
one that is identical to that in her original opus.

Petz, takes on a rougher more somber sound, de-
scribed as unpolished stoner pop with the challenge 
to make a person think. 

The first cut, “Dooo It!”, also the single, is the out-
lier of the 23 songs due to its dance vibe. 

The remaining 22 take on a different tone. The lyr-
ics in “Karen Don’t be Sad” and “Twinkle Song” are 
filled with regret and sorrow. 

The lyrics throughout the album, although about 
drugs and sexual exploration, encourage the listener 
to ponder on her message. 

After listening to, Miley Cyrus and Her Dead Petz, 
one is forced to wonder about the substances Cyrus’ 
was on while writing it. Cyrus certainly took her mu-
sic and reputation to a new level of uniqueness. The 
one question that remains is, “What will Miley Cyrus 
do next?” 

for songs “Jar of Hearts” and “A Thousand Years,” 
respectively, opened the show. Lawson, the less-
er known failed to excite the crowd, but once Perri 
pranced onto stage, the fan’s enthusiasm picked up. 

Sheeran started his performance with the song 
“I’m a Mess” and lit up the crowd from then on. Of 
course, he also sang his major hits that lead to six 
Grammy Awards. 

Sheeran used a loop machine to sing all night. Ev-
erything he voiced was recorded and played again if 
he needed to sing another part of the song. He also 
played multiple guitars all night, and those were 
looped as well — displaying his technical virtuosity.

A highlight of the show was when Sheeran sang 
his newly dropped duet “Dark Times” off The Week-
nd’s album Beauty Behind the Madness. It was the 
second time Sheeran had ever performed this song. 

The humid evening ended with an encore. Sheer-
an did a mashup of “Sing,” “In Da Club” and “Know 
Yourself.” Fans’ voices rang through the intimate out-
door stadium all night.
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Stewart’s out, Letterman is retired, and a new 
wave of youthful comedians are rocking late 
night TV. Earlier this month, former host of 
Comedy Central’s “The Colbert Report” pre-

miered on CBS’s “The Late Show.” The 51-year-old 
is not the traditional host, and at times his jokes are 
stale, leaving viewers more confused than bemused. 

The opening monologue on premiere night was, 
frankly, a little cliché and forced. Compared to his 
previous run on Comedy Central, Colbert seems out 
of touch with the demands of network television. 

On “The Colbert Report,” he assumed the fictional 
persona of a conservative extremist. His total aban-
donment of this tactic in his new incarnation could 
be a detriment to his ratings. 

The switch from cable to network television can 
be tough, but Colbert mostly rises to the challenge. 

The program truly takes a different approach from  
competitors like Jimmy Fallon’s “Tonight Show and 

“Jimmy Kimmel Live!,” by including more diversity 
in the selection of late night guests. 

Whereas the others focus mainly on A-list celebri-
ties, Colbert’s approach features more political, intel-
lectual and technological guests such as presidential 
candidate Jeb Bush and Apple CEO Tim Cook. These 
guests target older viewers, much-needed in late 
night TV. Getting Joe Biden near tears when relating 
his string of personal tragedies wouldn’t happen on 
another show.

Where Colbert excels is his skills behind the desk. 
Colbert is a great interviewer, popping questions 
with ease and comfort. Clearly he or his staff is heavy 
into research before the show, he doesn’t just lob soft-
balls at his guest.

Overall Colbert is more of a theatrical-type come-
dian than a stand-up act. His talents are better suited 
to the free-flowing Comedy Central style instead of 
more structured and mainstream CBS.
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 “You ought to know what brings me here
You glide through my head blind to fear”

 “Amber” by 311 reverberated across the empty 
parking lot behind McAllister’s as I rode my new 
longboard under the amber street lamp. The old 
lights above flickered to the beat. 
 This was paradise. 12:10 a.m. on my longboard 
relaxing and unwinding with my lumberjack-beard-
ed 17-year-old comrade Pepper celebrating the be-
ginning of what was going to be our best summer.
 Sneaking out was common enough. We had been 
doing it every weekend since spring break. But this 
was different. It was Thursday, and we didn’t have 
school the next morning. This required copious cele-
bration. 

The old maroon compact pulling into the other 
end of the parking lot caused no alarm, even when 
the passenger door opened and a hooded figure dart-
ed out and began fumbling with the locks on Smash 
Burger at the other end. We laughed when the driver 
began hooting out of his car window. 
 “They must be enjoying summer a little more 
than we are right about now,” Pepper said as the ob-
viously drunk pair made fools of themselves.
 The one outside made his way to the car, and even 
in the amber light we couldn’t define his features. 
 “The bandanna hiding his face is a bit unneces-
sary,” I thought to myself, no longer laughing. As he 
began to speak, the rhythms of 311 became less re-
laxing and more menacing.

“Hey! Y’all got money?” the figure shouted.
“You live too far away,
Your voice rings like a bell anyway—”

 I paused the song. Pepper seemed to realize this 
was not a joke at about the same time I did. 
 I picked my longboard, Pepper uttered a hasty, 
“No Sorry, we gotta go.” As we both began to move 
away from these men, the maroon compact lurched 
towards us.

“Well that’s what we want,” the driver grunted.   
“Pepper, run!” I yelled.
The car gained on us. I ran while Pepper long-

boarded away. 
 I wasn’t skilled enough to keep up with him. 
At corner of McAllister’s and the car wash the car 
screeched between us, stopping me as the last I 
would see of Pepper made his way out onto North-
west Highway. I doubled back. I heard footsteps, but 
a deep shout really threw me into a frenzy to escape.

“Hey, shoot that guy!”
 Across a lot. Over a bush. Through a darkened 
car wash. All with hostile footsteps getting closer and 
closer. I did not look back. The longboard weighed 
me down. I threw it into a bush.

A waist high fence. 
You don’t have time to slow down. Vault it.
An unexpected 10-foot drop. 
Tuck and roll.
My ankle hurts. 
Hide. 
A game of cat and mouse for the next 15 minutes.
Leaning against a trashcan, Pepper’s dead. It’s my 

fault. I know it. I just ran away, left him. What am I 
going to tell his grandparents?

Oh, god. Footsteps. Climb one more fence. 
 On the other side, my adrenaline’s run out and I 
lean against the fence to catch my breath, maybe for 
the last time. A voice yells for me.

Instinctively I duck, try to run, promptly trip.  
 “Gus!”

Pepper’s face popped over of the fence. He jumped 
over. Pepper had rearranged his clothes to look like a 
jogger. Pants rolled up, his sweater gone, a sweatband 
around his head. Smart. Smarter than what I did. We 
stared at each other a moment, unsure of what to say. 
 Pepper summed it up well in one word [we can’t 
print here].
 We limped to our respective homes a few blocks 
away, “Amber” once again echoing between us.

“Don’t give up your independence,
Unless it feels so right.
Nothing good comes easy,
Sometime you gotta fight.”

 We don’t sneak out often anymore. And when we 
do, contrary to most teens, we make sure to meet up 
in a place with plenty of police patrols.

-Gus Howard
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